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SUMMARY 
Considered is the limiting distribution of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, 
based on the estimated residuals in a Randomized Block Design, under the null 
hypothesis of normality of the experimental errors. Extended are the results of 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality with estimated mean and 
variance has received considerable attention. Early work dates back to the large-
sample results of Kac, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz (1955). Lilliefors (1967) conducted 
a MOnte Carlo study of the null hypothesis distribution of the Kolrnogorov-Smirnov 
statistic for small samples. For a comprehensive review, see Durbin (1973). 
In contrast residual analysis for data arising from exPerimental designs has 
been mainly limited to (i) examination of data plots; e.g., half-normal plots of 
estimated residuals and (ii) goodness-of-fit tests based on orthonormal transfer-
mations of the residuals. While data plots are appealing, the dependence among 
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the plotted residuals invalidates the usual statistical interpretations. The 
second approach eliminates the dependence among the residuals, resulting in a 
reduced number of uncorrelated, homoscedastic variables to which many goodness-
of-fit tests can be applied. Unfortunately, the transformations and, hence, the 
resulting variables are not unique. Of special interest here are the transfer-
mations given by Federer, Robson, and Tukey (1962) for the Randomized Block 
Design (R.B.D.) which are dependent on the orderings of treatments and blocks. 
A third approach is that of Serfling and Wood (1974) who extended results 
of Kac, et ~· (1955) to a test for normality of experimental error in a Completely 
Randomized Design. In particular it was shown that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov sta-
tistic, computed from the estimated within treatment residuals, asymptotically 
has the same null distribution as in the one-sample case. Here we consider a 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic computed from the usual estimated residuals in a 
R.B.D. The advantages of this approach include (i) the test statistic is inde-
pendent of the treatment and block orderings; (ii) the test statistic is easily 
computed; and (iii) the test is based on the same number of variables as original 
observations. 
2. TEST PROCEDURE 
Consider a R.B.D. with a treatments and b blocks. Suppose that the n = ab 
observations can be described by the following linear model: 
ll + a. + t3. + € .• ' ~ J ~J i = 1, a; j = 1, ' b' (2.1) 
where a. (i = 1, ···,a) is the nonstochastic effect of the ith treatment subject 
~ 
a 
to the restriction ~a. = 0; [t3.: j = l, ···, b} are independent and identically 
i=l ~ J 
distributed (i.i.d.) block effects with E(t3.) = 0, j = 1, ···, b; and 
J 
.e 
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[E .. : i = 1, ···,a; j = 1, ···, b} are i.i.d. experimental errors with common l.J 
cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) F. We want to consider the large sample 
(b ~ ~) test of the hypothesis 
H0: F(x) = ~(x/a), for some a> o, (2.2) 
where ~ represents the standard normal c.d.f. In fact, (2.2) is equivalent to the 
hypothesis that [€ .. : i = 1, ···,a; j = 1, ···, b} are i.i.d. N(O, a2 ) for some a2 • l.J 
The realized experimental errors are not observable and are usually estimated 
by [ y. . - y. - y . + y l.J l.• •J i = 1, ···,a; j = 1, ···, b} where Y. is the ith . l.. 
treatment mean, Y.j is the jth block mean, andY •• is the overall mean. Our test 
procedure, is based on 
e .. 
=Ja ~ 1 (Yij - y . - Y. + Y • .) l.J • J l.' (2. 3) 
=J a~ 1 ( €ij - € . .)' i = € •j €i· + 1, a; j = 1, b. 
The term (a/a - 1)'~ is a normalizing constant. In fact, if a2 were kno;m, under 
H0 each (e . ./cr) would be normally distributed with zero mean and variance (b - 1)/b. l.J 
This implies that asymptotically ~(eij/a) is uniform on [o,1J if, and only if, (2.2) 
holds. Since a2 is unknown and not specified in (2.2), it will be estimated by 
cr2 = [I I (Y1J - Y.j - Y1• + Y.Y] /(a- l)(b- 1), 
i=l j=l 
(2.4) 
the Residual Mean Square. 
The procedure is to first calculate the sample c.d.f. of [~(eij/cr): 
i = 1, · · •, a; j = 1, b}; i.e., 
QS:ts;l. (2.5) 
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The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is then given by 
D = 
n 
(2.6) 
Large values of D indicate disagreement between the Uniform c.d.f. and G , its 
n n 
unbiased estimator; and, hence, lead to rejection of (2.2). In fact the asymptotic 
rejection region is given by the quantiles of the limiting distribution of D . 
n 
Letting ~(x, y, p) denote Pr[X ~ x, Y ~ y], where (X, Y) have a Bivariate Normal 
Distribution (~X= O, ~y = O, cr~ = 1, cr~ = 1, crXY = p), we have 
TH:EDREM: Undvr. Ho) ~he .t<.rnJ.;ting cU6W.buUa n a 6 D n ,{)., ~hat an sup I v 0 ( t) I ) whvr.e 
~tsl 
vo L6 ~he GaU6.6-ia.n. PJr..ac..e-6.6 w..Uh 
0 ~ t ~ 1, 
and, nOJr.. 0 ~ s,t ~ 1, 
(2. 7) 
Note that the covariance function of Vo and, hence, the limiting distribution of 
D depend upon a, the number of treatments. Empirically generated, estimated 
n 
quantiles for these distributions are given in Table 1. 
[TISSERT TABLE 1] 
Asymptotic quantiles for the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic with estimated 
mean (X) and estimated variance (82 ) are given under a = ~. This follows from 
Theorem 1, Wood and Aref (1976) which states 
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sup lp-l[~(x, y, p) - ~(x)~(y)] - ~'(x)~'(y)l = O, 
- co<Jc' y<oo 
and Theorem l, Serfling and Wood (1974) which gives the limiting distribution of 
the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic as the supremum of the absolute value 
·of a Gaussian process with zero mean function and covariance function similar to 
that given in (2.7) with [-~·[~-1(t)]~·[~-1(s)]} replacing 
MOnte Carlo methods were used to simulate the limiting distributions given 
in Table l. The procedure was to approximate the Gaussian Process Vo = Vo (a) by 
its finite-dimensional distributions, corresponding to evaluation of the process 
·at ll9 equally spaced points in the unit interval. A thousand multivariate normal 
random vectors with this covariance structure were generated using a program from 
the International Mathematical and Statistical Library. The empirical distri-
butions for the supremum of the absolute value of the resulting multivariate 
normal vectors were then tabulated, thus approximating the limit law of D • 
n 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
First we define the modified empirical stochastic process on D[O,l] (see 
Billingsley (1968), Section 18) with the Skorohod topology; i.e., 
V (t) = Jn [G (t) - t], 
n n 
0:;;; t ~ l. (3-l) 
From (2.6), it follows that D = sup lv (t)l. Our approach is to show that V 
n ~~l n n 
converges weakly to Vo in D[O,l]. Since the sample paths of Vo are continuous 
with probability one and the sup norm is a continuous functional on the space of 
all continuous functions, C[O,l], the Theorem then follows from the continuous 
mapping theorem [Billingsley (1968), Section 5]. 
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In order to show the weak convergence of V , we will first approximate it 
n 
with 
where I(A) 
z .. lJ 
a b 
6*(t) 
n 
-i \' 
= n L \' r 1 L l. IC ~<zij) ~ tJ - ts 
i=l j=l 
denotes the indicator of the event A and 
[a/ (a ~ Y.- cx.)/o = l)] (Yij 
'J l 
[a/ (a - i 
€ . )/ 0' i l, = l)] (€ij - = 
. J a· ' 
j l, 
Then we will investigate the asymptotic properties of 6*, as n ~ oo, 
n 
consider an approximation to a and the asymptotic normality (AN) of 
n 
LEMMA 1. UndVt H0 , 
a 
< i ) /a'b c <a i o) - < 2.;'ab) -l I 
i=l 
and 
b 
\ z~ .J R. o, L lJ 
j=l 
(ii) /b [(a /o) - 1] ,u, AN(o, [2(a- l)r1 ). 
n 
(3.2) 
b. 
First we 
"' 0 • 
n 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
PROOF. From (2.4), without loss of generality we may assume o2 = 1. First write 
a <a - 1) = /ab (a2 - 1)/<~ + 1). 
n n n 
(3.5) 
But cr2 is a consistent estimator of o2 . Therefore, a2 ~ l as n ~ oo, implying 
n n 
that (~ + l) ~ 2 as n- oo, From Slutsky's Theorem (Billingsley (1968), Theorem 4.1) 
n 
it follows that lab (~ - l) has the same limiting law as /iib (a2 - 1)/2. Now 
n n 
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- -
- € • - € • 
• J 1.. + € .. )2 ]I (a - l)(b - l) 
(3.6) 
b' a 
= [b/(b - l)Jt<v'a'br1 I I z~j 
j=l i=l 
a 
But [ L: b ( €. - € •. ) 2 ]/ (a - l) is the Treatment Mean Square under the null 
i=l 1.• 
hypothesis of "no treatment effects" and is distributed as X(a-l)/ (a-l)' for all 
n = l, 2, ··· . Since lb/(b- l) ~ 0 as b ~ ~, Slutsky's Theorem, (3.5), and 
( 3. 6) yield ( i). 
as 
The most direct way to show (ii) is to note that v'a'b (cr2 - l)/2 is distributed 
n 
[ab/2(a - l)(b - l)]~ a-l b-l . J._ [x2( )( ) - (a - l)(b - l)] 
~2(a - l)(b - l) 
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But [X(a-l)(b-l) - (a - l)(b - l)]/[2(a - l)(b - l)]i is AN(O,l) as b ... oo, 
Therefore, Jab (cr2 - l) is AN(O,l) and lb (cr2 - l)/2 is AN(O, [2(a - l)]-1 ). 
n n 
This and (3.5) imply (ii). 
Now we are prepared to show the asymptotic equivalence in probability of 
V and t:,*. 
n n 
LEMMA 2. UndVt H0 , V - D.* !:_ 0 in D[O,l]. n n 
PROOF. In analogy with (3.1) and (3.2), for each i (i = l, a) and 0 ::;; t s: l, 
define 
and 
We can write 
where 
b 
v . ( t) = b -t \' {rc i!} (e . ./a ) ::;; t J - t} 
n1 L 1J n 
j=l 
b 
= b-i L {r[i!l(Zij) s; i!l[i!}- 1 (t)(~n - a)/a 
j=l 
b 
6.:i(t) = b-i I {r[i!l(zij) s t] - t 
j=l 
+ (a/(a- 1)\Ji(Y. - Y - et.)/a]1J. l• • • 1 
v .(t) = 6. .[¢ .(t)], 0::;; t s; l, 
n1 n1 n1 
(3. 7) 
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- t}' 0 :s; t :s; l, 
and 
o:s;t:s;L 
Note that ¢ . is a ~ndom ehange on time in the sense of Billingsley (1968), 
n1 
Section 17. 
Now for fixed i (i = 1, ···,a), [Z .. : j = 1, ···, b} are i.i.d. N(O,l). 
1J ( \l. 
Also, under H0 , \ab/(a- l)j~(Yi· - Y .. - ai)/o ~ N(O,l). Therefore, it follows 
from Lemma l (ii) and Serfling and Wood (1974), Lemma 2, that 
¢ . ~ I in D[O,l], 
nl. (3.9) 
~ where I is the identity fUnction I(t) = t on [O,l], and 
6 . - 6*. ~ 0 in D[O,l]. 
n1. n1. (3.10) 
Noting that 
sup l6*.(t)- V .(t)l 
o:;t:s;l n1 n1 
= sup I A* . ( t ) - 6 ( ¢ ( t ) \) I 
o:s;~l n1 n n 
(3.11) 
+ sup 16 . ( t ) - t;* . ( t) I , 
o:s;t~l n1 nl. 
the tightness of Ai~. (see Serfling and Wood (1974), (3.25)), (3.9) and (3.10) 
n1 
imPlY 
V . - 6*. ~ 0 in D[O,l]. 
n1 n1. (3.12) 
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Since the number of treatments is fixed, 
a 
V (t) = a-i \' V .(t), 0 ~ t s 1, 
n L n~ 
i=l 
and 
a 
A*(t) = a-i \' A*.(t), o s t s 1, 
n L n~ 
i=l 
the result follows from the triangle inequality. 
The following lemma will be useful in deriving the limiting distribution of 
A* and, hence, V . 
n n 
LEMMA 3. UndVt H0 , fioJt evVLy j :2: 1, 
and 
a 
var[a-i I (z~j - 1)/2] = [a/2(a - 1)], 
i=l 
a a 
Cov[ a-~ L (Z~j - 1)/2, a -i L I[Zij s g?-1(t )J] 
i=l i=l 
a a 
Cov[a-~ L I[Zij ~ ~-1(t)], a-~ L I[Zij s g?-1(s)J, 0 s s,t s 1, 
i=l i=l 
(3 .13) 
(3 .14) 
(3.15) 
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PROOF. In order to show (3.13), we have only to note that 
which is distributed as X(a-l)" Therefore 
a a 
Var(a-i L (z~j - 1)/2) = (4a)-1[a/(a- 1)]2var{Ca/(a- 1)] L z~j} 
i=l i=l 
= [a/2(a - 1)]. 
Continuing with (3.14) 
But 
a 
= ~ (2af1 ) (Z~. - l)I[Z .. s 1P-1 (t)]lJ 
-L LJ 1J 1J 
i=l 
a 
+ E{(2a)-l L (Zkj - l)I[Zij s 1P-1(t)J} 
i,k 
ifk 
(3.16) 
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Since z1j and z2j have a standard bivariate normal distribution, with correlation 
P = -(a - 1rl, 
Therefore, 
E[Z~jlz2jJ = Var{z1jlz2j) + [E(Z1jlz2j)]2 
= [1 - (a - 1)-2] + [-(a - 1)-1z J2 2j 
( 2 [ s "'-1( )JI _ [ ( )-2] Elz1 ji z2 j ~ t f - t 1 - a - 1 
+ (a - 1)-~Z~ji[z2j S 9!-1(t)J} 
= t + (a - 1)-~Z~ji[z2j s 9!-1(t)] - t}. 
Noting that 
[x2 - 1]d9!(x) 
9!-1(t) 
= - J d[x9! 1 (x)] 
(3.14) follows from (3.16) and (3.17). Finally, 
a a 
f -i \ r [ -1 ( ) ] } -i \' ( [ -1 ( ) ] I \ 
co"V\ a L l. I zij s 9! t - t , a L l. I zij s 9! s - sf) 
i=1 i=l 
a a 
-1 \' \' J r -1 I r -1 I \ 
=a L L ~\LI[Zij s 9! (t)]- ts l_I[~j ~ 9! (s)] -Sf) 
i=1 k=1 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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r 1 -1( ) ( )-lJ 1 
= min(s,t) - st +(a- l)l_~[~- (t), ~ s ' -a- l - nts, 
where ~(x, y, p) is as defined in Section 2. 
Now we can show that V converges weakly to the Gaussian Process given in 
n 
. (2.7). 
PROOF OF THIDREM. From Lemma 2, it suffices to show that ~~ converges to the 
appropriate gaussian process. First we show that for all k ~ 1, the finite 
dimensional distributions of~~ (~:(t1 ), ···, ~~(~), 0 s t 1 , ···, ~ ~ 1) con-
verge in distribution to a multivariate normal vector with covariance structure 
given by (2.7). Without loss of generality, assume k = 2. 
Choose constants c1 , c2 and 0 ~ t 1 , t 2 S 1. Consider 
b a 
= clb-i I(a-i. I {rczij ~ ~-l<t1>J- tJ) 
j=l i=l 
b a 
-i ' ( -i ' r [ -1( )J l \ + c2b L a L L I zij ~ ~ t2 - t21) 
j=l i=l 
b a a 
= b-* I ( cla-i I {rczij s ~-l<tln - tJ + c2a-t I {rczij ~ ~-1<t2)J- t~) 
j=l i=l i=l 
where 
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b a 
+ {cl~-l(tl)~'[~-l(tl)] + c2~-l(t2)~'[~-l(t2)J}(a!:ib)-1LL L (Z~j - l)J 
j=l i=l 
a 
+ {cl~-l(tl)~'[~-l(tl)]+c2~-l(t2)ip'[~-l(t2)]}a-i l (z~j-1)/2. 
j=l 
With this representation, the asymptotic normality of Xb follows from the Lindberg-
Levy Central Limit Theorem, if the Var(Xl,) exists. But 
a 
+ c~ Var(a-i L {r[zil ~ ~-1(t2 )] - t~) (3.19) 
i=l 
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a 
+ {c1~-1(t1)t'[~-1(t2)] + c2~-1(t2)~·[~-1(t2)J}2var[a-i I (z~l - 1)/2] 
j=1 
i=1 i=1 
a a 
f -i \' ( [ -1( )] I -t \' ( 2 )/ ) 
. Co"V\ a L L I zi1 :-:;; ~ t2 - t2f' a L zi1 - 1 2 . 
i=1 i=1 
From Lemma 3, 
(3.20) 
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Also noting that E[Xb] = E[Wl] = 0, we have that Xb is AN(o, Var(~)). Therefore, 
clA~(tl) + c2A:(t2) is AN(o, Var(~)). From (3.20) and the Cram~r-Wold Theorem, 
it follows that (A~(tl), 6~(t2 ))' is asymptotically multivariate normal with co-
variance structure given by (2.7). 
It remains to show that given € and ~' there exists ~ > 0 and N0 such that 
P[ su~ IA*(t) - 6*(s)l > E] < o, n ~ N0 . lt-sj<o n n (3.2l) 
Noting that 
a 
P[ sul IA*(t)- A*(s)l > EJ :s:: P[ sul a-i \L l6*.(t)- A*.(s)l > €] 
It-s <o n n It-s <o n1 n1 i=l 
a 
s; \ P[ SUJ? l6*.(t) - A*.(s)l > ai€], i~l It-s !<o n1 n1 
(3.2l) then follows from the tightness of 6*., i = l, ···,a, as given in Serfling 
nJ. 
and Wood (l974), (3.25). The weak convergence of the finite dimensional distri-
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butions oft:.* and (3.21), imply the weak convergence of b."'~ nnd hence, V to V0 • 
n 11' n 
(See Billingsley ( 1968), Theorem 8 .1. ) 
4. REMARKS 
It should be noted that this test procedure is also valid if Block X Treatment 
interaction exists but the effects are assumed to be normally and independently 
distributed with zero mean and variance component cr~ > 0. See Scheff~ (1959). 
In this case, the interaction effects are absorbed into the experimental error. 
However, this test should have power against non-normal alternatives caused by 
the failure of the interaction effects to satisfy these assumptions; e.g., see 
Federer et al. (1962). 
Secondly, in this paper, we have restricted attention to the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov statistic. The weak convergence of V to Vo can also be used to find the 
n 
limiting distributions of other EDF statistics. See Stephens (1974). 
Finally, the question of power and rate of convergence of the proposed test 
are not discussed here but will be deferred to another paper. 
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